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The Use of MR Perfusion Imaging in the Evaluation of
Tumor Progression in Gliomas
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Objective : Diagnosing tumor progression and pseudoprogression remains challenging for many clinicians. Accurate recognition
of these findings remains paramount given necessity of prompt treatment. However, no consensus has been reached on the
optimal technique to discriminate tumor progression. We sought to investigate the role of magnetic resonance perfusion (MRP) to
evaluate tumor progression in glioma patients.
Methods : An institutional retrospective review of glioma patients undergoing MRP with concurrent clinical follow up visit was
performed. MRP was evaluated in its ability to predict tumor progression, defined clinically or radiographically, at concurrent clinical
visit and at follow up visit. The data was then analyzed based on glioma grade and subtype.
Resusts : A total of 337 scans and associated clinical visits were reviewed from 64 patients. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and
negative predictive value were reported for each tumor subtype and grade. The sensitivity and specificity for high-grade glioma
were 60.8% and 87.8% respectively, compared to low-grade glioma which were 85.7% and 89.0% respectively. The value of MRP to
assess future tumor progression within 90 days was 46.9% (sensitivity) and 85.0% (specificity).
Conclusion : Based on our retrospective review, we concluded that adjunct imaging modalities such as MRP are necessary to
help diagnose clinical disease progression. However, there is no clear role for stand-alone surveillance MRP imaging in glioma
patients especially to predict future tumor progression. It is best used as an adjunctive measure in patients in whom progression is
suspected either clinically or radiographically.
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INTRODUCTION

mains paramount due to the apparent therapeutic and prognostic implications. Accurate diagnoses with conventional

Differentiating post-treatment changes in high-grade glio-

MR imaging are limited, as tumor progression appears to

mas remains a challenging clinical task due to their radio-

strongly mimic entities such as radiation necrosis and pseu-

logical similarities (recurrent enhancing lesions). The prompt

doprogression as outlined by the MacDonald criteria19). Over

diagnosis of tumor progression and radiation necrosis re-

the last decade, Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology
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criteria has replaced the McDonald criteria to help discrimi-

MATERIALS AND METHODS

nate these entities more clearly by dividing tumor response
into four sets (complete, partial, stable, and progression)25).

Selection criteria

Recently, it has been demonstrated that accurate identifica-

Following approval for our institutional review board

tion of tumor progression may be enhanced by adjunct im-

(IRB), we conducted a retrospective chart review of patients

aging modalities such as magnetic resonance perfusion

who received MRP for surveillance of TP. Patients were in-

(MRP), Single photon emission computed tomography

cluded who had histopathologically proven glioma ([World

(SPECT) or positron emission tomography (PET) imag-

Health Organization, WHO] II-VI) and who received neuro-

ing

3-5,7,11,12,15,24)

.

oncology care and surveillance MRP imaging in conjunction

MRP is a unique imaging modality that utilizes gadolini-

with their follow-up visit at our institution. Patients who re-

um contrast to expand upon conventional MRI sequencing

ceived MRP imaging for diagnoses other than glioma were

in order to approximate the blood flow/volume of selected

excluded. Patients with less than two MRP studies were also

tissues. Neoplasms, due to their high vascularity, tend to

excluded. Patients with follow up clinical visits without con-

demonstrate higher cerebral blood volume (CBV) measure-

cordant imaging, or vice versa, were also excluded.

ments than normal brain. Radiation necrosis on the other
hand tends to demonstrate lower CBV values due to the low8,16,22)

er cellularity and lack of neovascularization

Study definitions

. Because of

TP, based on the revised assessment in neuro-oncology

its availability at most hospitals, MRP may be an effective

(RANO) criteria, was identified by any of the following: sig-

tool for rapidly distinguishing these two entities.

nificant increase in size of enhancing lesions on stable or in-

Many patients in our institution receive surveillance MRP

creased steroid dosage, a significant increase in T2/fluid at-

imaging to evaluate for glioma recurrence. In our institution,

tenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) nonenhancing lesions,

it is used in three different scenarios: First, it is used contem-

appearance of new lesions, or clear clinical deterioration not

poraneously with MR and/or clinical findings suggestive of

due to an apparent comorbid condition. If the patient had

TP in patients with treated high grade glioma, as an adjunct

any evidence of clinical, radiographic RANO or histological

to determine whether there is true TP or RN or pseudo-pro-

tumor progression, it was considered tumor progression as

gression (PP). Second, it is used contemporaneously with

deemed by a board-certified neuro-oncologist. Histological

MR and/or clinical findings suggestive of tumor progression

data was routinely not available as many patents had tumor

in patients with low grade glioma, as an adjunct to deter-

progression but were not taken to the operating room. MRP

mine whether there has been progression to a higher grade of

was performed by injecting contrast agent during a dynamic

tumor. Finally, it is used as a “screening tool ” in patients

susceptibility contrast scan to quantify gadolinium uptake

with any type of glioma and stable clinical and imaging

over time. The cerebral blood flow was then qualitatively an-

findings, to try to predict progression at a later date. Since

alyzed using a color gradient to compare to non-pathogenic

there is no consensus in the literature on the utility of MRP

areas. MRP was defined as positive based on a significant in-

in confirming clinical tumor progression for any of the three

crease in CBV as determined qualitatively by an attending

scenarios, we aimed to elucidate the clinical accuracy of

neuroradiologist blinded to the clinical data; no specific

MRP more closely by reviewing our own institutional expe-

threshold values were used. MRP imaging was defined as

rience.

contemporaneous if it occurred within seven days, but not
after the corresponding clinical visit.
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Data analysis
For contemporaneous visits, TP, defined as positive or negative by the criteria above (radiographic, histological or clinical tumor progression), was the “gold standard ” and MRP,
also defined above, as the “test”, i.e., a positive MRP study
with a concurrent determination of clinical or radiographic
progression would be deemed true positive. The positive pre-

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the 64 subjects

Patient characteristics

Value

Age (years)

47.6

Gender
Male, n (%)

27 (42.1)

Prior surgery

61 (95.3)

Prior radiation, n (%)

50 (84.7)

WHO

dictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), sensi-

II, n (%)

24 (37.5)

tivity and specificity were calculated with subgroup analysis

III, n (%)

17 (26.5)

based on WHO grade to assess the utility of MRP in predict-

IV, n (%)

23 (35.9)

ing tumor progression as deemed by the above criteria.
Analysis of MRP in detecting TP at the next follow up

Oligodendroglial component, n (%)

20 (31.2)

Values are presented as number (%). WHO : World Health Organization

clinical visit was also analyzed, with MRP at the current visit
as the “test” and TP at following follow up clinical visit as the
“gold standard ”. PPV, NPV, sensitivity, and specificity were
then calculated. Clinical and radiographic encounters were
excluded if the length from MRP study to next clinical follow
up visits was greater than ninety days. Statistical analysis was
performed by one author (AS) and confirmed by a second
(BS). Pathological data was included when available as the
definitive indication of true tumor progression.

RESULTS

Table 2. Sensitivity and Specificity of MRP in predicting clinicoradiographic
tumor progression

Sensitivity

Specificity

PPV

NPV

LGG

85.7

89.9

76.9

94.1

HGG

60.8

87.8

72.6

80.8

Predictive

46.9

85.0

71.4

66.7

Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive
value of MRP for LGG and HGG at a contemporaneous clinic visit, as well
as at a delayed follow up visit within 90 days (row 3). MRP : magnetic
resonance perfusion, LGG : low-grade gliomas, HGG : high-grade
gliomas, PPV : positive predictive value, NPV : negative predictive value

visits, the total PPV, NPV, sensitivity and specificity for both
LGG and HGG were calculated (Table 2) from the clinical
visits and concurrent imaging (Table 3). The average number

A total of 337 MRP studies and associated contemporane-

of MRP imaging studies and associated visits for each patient

ous clinical visits were reviewed from 64 patients. 27/64

was 5.3. The sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive

(42.1%) patients were male. Twenty-four patients had WHO

value of MRP to analyze tumor progression in LGG was

II gliomas, seventeen were WHO III, and twenty-three were

85.7%, 89.0%, and 76.9% respectively. The sensitivity, speci-

WHO IV. Of these patients, 20 patients had oligodendroglio-

ficity and positive predictive value of MRP to analyze HGG

mas or oligodendroglial components to their tumors, of

tumor progression was 60.8%, 87.8%, and 72.6% respectively.

which 14 were WHO II and 6 WHO III. 61 patients had prior
surgery; 3 patients did not have adequate records of prior

Future clinical visits

surgery. 50 of 59 patients underwent prior radiation, with 5

The ability of MRP to evaluate for tumor progression at the

patients having insufficient documentation as to prior radia-

next clinical visit was also assessed. One-hundred and twen-

tion treatment. Patient demographics are listed in Table 1.

ty-five MRP studies and associated follow-up clinical visits

Contemporaneous clinical visits
For contemporaneous MRP imaging studies and clinical

occurred within 90 days. The PPV, NPV, sensitivity and specificity for all glioma types were calculated (Table 2) from the
imaging and next follow up visits less than ninety days. PreJ Korean Neurosurg Soc 60 (1): 15-20
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Table 3. Clinicoradiographic tumor progression and MRP association

ty and specificity of detecting tumor progression in our series was approximately 61% and 88% respectively. Our series

Progression Progression Stable and Stable and
and MRP + and MRP MRP +
MRP30
5
9
80

LGG
HGG

45

5

29

122

Predictive

30

34

12

68

indicates that when using MRP in conjunction with both
standard MR and clinical follow-up, the accuracy of MRP
increases. However, in our study, specific cut-off parameters

Rows 1 and 2 summarize the number patients with MRP findings and
clinical tumor progression by RANO criteria at a contemporaneous
clinic visit for low-grade and high-grade gliomas, respectively. Row 3
summarizes MRP findings, matched with clinical tumor progression at
a delayed follow up visit within 90 days, thus evaluating the predictive
capacity of MRP in our sample. MRP+ designates positive MRP based
on the neuroradiologist’s review, MRP- designates negative MRP. MRP :
magnetic resonance perfusion, LGG : low-grade glioma, HGG : high-grade
glioma, RANO : revised assessment in neuro-oncology

dictive value of MRP to assess tumor progression within 90
days was 46.9% (sensitivity) and 85.0% (specificity).

were not utilized to optimize the specificity of our study. Additionally, in comparison to other studies which only used
tumor histology as evidence of progression, our study compares MRP to radiographic and clinical progression as well
which is more indicative of daily decision-making for neurooncologists as many patients are not-reoperated everytime a
MR imaging displayes progression.

MRP for low-grade gliomas
Low grade-gliomas typically may or may not enhance on
imaging, and when enhancement is present, anaplastic

DISCUSSION

(WHO Grade III) features may be present. However, after radiation, differentiation of post-treatment enhancement on

The results from our review show that as a measure of sur-

MR and tumor progression for low-grade gliomas becomes

veillance for TP, contemporaneous MRP performed in a

challenging due to their delayed malignant transformation

manner similar to other adjunct imaging modalities. MRP

and potential for radiation necrosis13). Use of perfusion imag-

did not perform well in its ability to predict TP at the next

ing in these low-grade tumors may detect malignant trans-

clinical visit. These results demonstrate that the use of MRP

formation with reasonable accuracy. In our series, sensitivity

is likely most valuable as an adjunctive measure in patients

and specificity remained high for these lesions using MRP. In

who are already suspected of having TP, as opposed to a rou-

addition, other series seem to endorse following changes in

tine surveillance imaging modality.

CBV for low-grade gliomas to detect anaplastic transformation as early as 1 year prior to the development of contrst-en-

MRP for high-grade gliomas

hancement6,9,18). However, other modalities may be more effi-

The contemporaneous use of MRP in conjunction with

cacious in detecting progression earlier compared to MRP.

MR for evaluation of tumor progression in high-grade glio-

Hlaihel et al. noted that magnetic resonance spectroscopy

3,8,10,11,16,21,23)

.

detected tumor progression (based on increased choline/cre-

The sensitivity and specificity of MRP to predict histological

atine ratio) on average 15 months prior to increases in CBV

tumor progression in conjunction with MR has been ap-

on MRP14). Nevertheless, MRP with contemporaneous MR

proximately 80% and 77% respectively24). Additionally, the

may be useful if careful cut-off parameters are utilized to de-

utility of MRP increases if a specific cut-off parameter was

tect clinical tumor progression.

mas has been well characterized in the literature

used for characterizing TP. For example, Kim and Narang et
al. reported near 100% diagnostic accuracy in cases when

Use of MRP as a screening tool

cutoff values were set for CBV (cerebral blood volume ratio)

Perfusion imaging as a screening tool to predict malignant

and MSIVP (maximum slope of enhancement in the vascu-

transformation in patients with any glioma remains impor-

17,20)

lar phase) respectively
18

. By using MRP alone, the sensitivi-

https://doi.org/10.3340/jkns.2016.0102.001

tant. In our study, perfusion imaging did not accurately pre-
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dict tumor progression at the next clinic visit, yet was func-

based biomarkers to overcome these barriers to effectively

tionally useful for contemporaneous evaluation of disease

monitor treatment response after bevacizumab treatment. A

status. The lack of predictive value maybe linked to the fact

future prospective study to evaluate the value of these param-

that no specific cut-off value was employed for CBV as many

eters in post-bevacizumab treated patients may be useful.

studies have noted higher CBV values several months prior
to tumor progression. A multi-parametric prospective study
using spectroscopy and perfusion may be helpful in delineat-

CONCLUSION

ing tumor progression in glioma patients. Our study, however indicates that general increased CBV values on perfusion

MRP represents a promising imaging modality in evaluat-

imaging, by itself, are not suggestive of future tumor progres-

ing TP in glioma patients. Our study reveals that MRP per-

sion. We therefore recommend combined modality screening

forms similarly to other adjunctive diagnostic imaging stud-

tests including MR spectroscopy and perfusion for accurate

ies (MRS, SPECT) in evaluating TP at contemporaneous

predictions of disease status.

clinic visits, but fared poorly in its ability to predict clinical
or radiographic progression at the subsequent visit.

Study limitations

While its role has not yet been clearly defined, perhaps the

Our study was limited in several areas. First, while the cri-

use of MRP currently is best done as an adjunct with other

teria for TP was based on RANO criteria, significant increas-

imaging modalities, such as MRS and PET, when TP is sus-

es in contrast enhancement, T2/FLAIR signal, and CBV were

pected as opposed to a measure of routine stand-alone sur-

defined at the discretion of the neuroradiologist. More stan-

veillance. Although our study is limited due to the lack of

dardized definitions of positive MRP imaging or radio-

histological confirmation, these results remain practical for

graphic progression using threshold values would increase

neuro-oncologists who routinely change treatment plans

intra- and inter-observer reliability. Additionally, pathologi-

based on clinical/radiographic signs of progression. Further

cal confirmation is the accepted standard for defining true

studies need to undertaken to develop standardized criteria

tumor progression, so our radiological association based on

for TP on MRP before it could be used as a surveillance mea-

RANO criteria merely serves as a surrogate. Also, our mean

sure for all glioma patients.

number of days between clinical follow up was in excess of
four months. Thus, only 125 of 273 follow up visits fell within 90 days. The average number of days from MRP to follow
up visit, even after excluding visits greater than 90 days, was
63 days. As such, the likelihood of MRP to predict TP would
have increased had the length been shorter.
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